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Abstract
We propose a paradigm for ecologically valid,
authentic, unobtrusive, automatic, data-rich, fast,
robust, and sensitive evaluation of computer-assisted
student performance. We instantiate this paradigm in
the context of a Reading Tutor that listens to children
read aloud, and helps them. We introduce inter-word
latency as a simple prosodic measure of assisted
reading performance.
Finally, to validate the
measure and analyze performance improvement, we
report initial experimental results from the first
extended in-school deployment of the Reading Tutor.
Content areas: computer aided education, spoken
language understanding, user interfaces, cognitive
modeling, multimedia

Introduction
Tutors that listen can exploit a much wider and more
natural input channel from their students than the
keyboard and mouse used in most educational software.
They have the potential to realize a novel paradigm for
analyzing student performance, in which evaluation is:
• ecologically valid – done “in vivo” in the student’s
normal school or home setting, not just in a lab
• authentic – applied to normal activities relevant to
student goals and interests, not just artificial test
materials
• unobtrusive – conducted “non-invasively” while the
student is performing with assistance by the tutor, in
contrast to conventional probes and pre- and post-tests
• automatic – without human supervision, assistance,
intervention, transcription, scoring, or interpretation
Copyright  1997, American Association for Artificial
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fast – computed in real-time on a PC
data-rich – based on a large data sample
robust – tolerant of inaccuracies in speech recognition
sensitive – able to detect subtle, fine-grained,
aggregated, or longitudinal effects
We instantiate this paradigm in a context where listening
is especially important – tutoring children’s oral reading.

Importance of Oral Reading
At present, children are taught to read aloud in grades
1-3, and are expected to read silently by grade 4. Children
who fail to read independently by grade 4 tend to fall
further and further behind their classmates as they grow
older, and are at substantial risk of growing up illiterate.
Oral reading is taught by a combination of classroom
instruction and individual practice. Reading aloud helps
children learn to identify printed words by relating them to
the spoken form they have already learned. At this stage,
children's comprehension of spoken language is typically
years above their independent reading level (Curtis 1980).
Listening to children's oral reading is important for
several reasons. First, it can detect word identification
errors, so they can be corrected. McCoy and Pany (1986)
summarized work on corrective feedback during oral
reading: correcting word reading errors enhances word
recognition accuracy and comprehension for students with
learning disabilities. Moreover, studies of spoken
assistance on demand (McConkie & Zola 1987, Reitsma
1988, Olson & Wise 1992, Lundberg & Olofsson 1993)
have revealed a serious flaw in assuming young readers
are willing and able to ask for help when they need it.
Children with reading difficulties often fail to realize
when they misidentify a word. Second, listening can detect
disfluency – slow, halting reading likely to be associated
with growing frustration and/or failing comprehension.
Third, the very act of listening can have a powerful

motivational effect, by giving young readers a supportive
audience for their attempts at oral reading. Fourth,
listening can be used to detect successes, not just mistakes
– to identify what the child knows, and to provide positive
reinforcement when the child succeeds.

Previous Work
Advances in technology have made the application of
speech recognition to oral reading increasingly feasible,
but its effectiveness has been evaluated manually.
Detection of reading mistakes and mispronunciations
has been evaluated against human transcripts (Bernstein et
al. 1990, Phillips et al. 1992, Mostow et al. 1994, Russell
et al. 1996). Although useful for evaluating recognition
accuracy, this method suffers from the expense of human
transcription, the sparseness of mistakes compared to
correct reading, the subjectivity of judgments about what
constitutes a mistake, and the irrelevance of most mistakes
to successful comprehension. Moreover, these evaluations
show this automated detection compared poorly to human
listening, with many false alarms and undetected mistakes.
Educational effectiveness has been evaluated by
comparing student performance before and after tutor use
(Kantrov 1991) or with and without the assistance of a
tutor (Mostow et al. 1994). For example, one experiment
measured how well 34 second graders comprehended a
third-grade story they read with the assistance of an
automated coach, compared to a similar story they read
without assistance. Unassisted and assisted conditions
counterbalanced order and story.
This evaluation illustrated several difficulties. Data
collection required weeks of work to train the subjects,
videotape use of the coach, administer the comprehension
tests, and grade the answers. Comprehension scores for a
story, based on only eight questions, were vulnerable to
noise. Inter-student variability was too great to expect
significant differences in average comprehension between
the two conditions. To reduce within-subject variability,
individual effect size for a subject was defined as:
(assisted comprehension score) - (unassisted comprehension score)

The mean effect size was positive, but whether it was
statistically significant depended on which grader scored
the answers, due to inter-grader differences caused by the
subjective nature of the grading task. Finally, although
the two stories were rated at the same difficulty level in the
reading test they were taken from (Spache 1981),
unassisted comprehension turned out to be considerably
lower on one than on the other.
Thus assisted
comprehension was about 40% higher than unassisted
comprehension for the “harder” story, with no significant
difference for the “easier” story.

A separate evaluation sampled the videotape to identify
usability problems. Problems were analyzed by inspecting
detailed event logs of the coach’s responses, identifying
the input (mouse clicks and speech recognizer outputs)
that triggered it, and hand-transcribing speech input as
needed. Three main sources of problems were identified.
Errors by the speech recognizer could cause the coach to
reject correctly read words, accept incorrectly read words,
supply the wrong word when the reader got stuck, or go on
to the next sentence prematurely. Delays of a few seconds
between read word and coach response, besides slowing
down overall progress through the text, sometimes caused
such behavior as belatedly supplying a word after the
reader had already recovered from getting stuck on it.
Ambiguities in the interface occasionally confused readers
as to whether they were expected to read a single word or
the rest of the sentence. Mostow et al. (1995) concluded
that the user should have more control, to accommodate a
wider range of reading ability and individual differences.
Lab experiments in psychology have measured and
analyzed reaction times for many tasks, including reading
isolated words (e.g., Plaut et al. 1996). However, use of
timing information to assist reading has been rare in the
absence of speech recognition. An interesting exception
was a system (L’Allier 1980) that “enabled poor high
school readers to comprehend texts “as well as good
readers reading the same texts on printed paper without
assistance” (Reinking & Bridwell-Bowles 1991) by
dynamically adjusting the level of reading material based
on measures including reading time and response time for
interspersed questions.

A Reading Tutor that Listens
We are developing an automated Reading Tutor using
the speech analysis methods in (Mostow et al. 1994) and
the design recommendations in (Mostow et al. 1995).
Unlike the reading coach in (Mostow et al. 1994), which
required a NeXT machine for the user and a Unix
workstation for the speech recognizer, the Reading Tutor
runs in Windows™ 95 or NT 4.0 on a Pentium™, with a
Knowles noise-cancelling headset microphone.
This
platform is cheap enough to put in a school long enough to
help children learn to read better. The Tutor incorporates
materials adapted from Weekly Reader and other sources.
In October, 1996, we deployed the then-implemented
portion of the Reading Tutor in an inner-city elementary
school for a pilot study of extended use. The purpose of
this pilot study was to explore the Tutor’s usability and
effectiveness, identify opportunities for improvement, and
generally see what would happen. At this point the
Reading Tutor already incorporated months of design
iteration based on usability tests, conducted in our lab and

during a 2-day visit in June 1996 to the school, as well as
lessons gained from user tests by hundreds of children of
its predecessor the reading coach. However, in these tests
children used the Tutor less than an hour, and only in the
presence of the researchers. Would the Tutor be usable
and robust enough for students and school personnel to
operate it on their own? Would children be willing and
able to continue using the Reading Tutor regularly over a
period of weeks or months? Would their reading improve?
At the school’s suggestion, the eight pilot subjects
selected were the two lowest readers in each of its four
third grade classrooms. These children read 1-2 years
below grade level and were at greatest risk of growing up
illiterate. The pre-test for the pilot study consisted of
national standardized tests given each fall, plus detailed
individual reading assessments performed by the school’s
reading specialist. A post-test is planned for spring 1997.
Each pilot subject was scheduled to use the Reading
Tutor 30 minutes a day, modulo school schedule conflicts,
student absences, and program crashes. Children were
taken from class one at a time to use the Reading Tutor in
a small room, escorted and supervised by a school aide.
The Reading Tutor recorded detailed event logs and
speech (minus silences) on removable 1GB Jaz™ disks.
Teacher feedback and student experience with the
initially deployed version led to a few changes. Some
were technically trivial but educationally important, such
as changing “gr1, gr2, gr3” to “A, B, C” in the story
names to avoid the stigma of reading below-grade-level
material. Other changes were harder, such as reducing the
impact of false alarms by modifying the algorithm for
deciding when to go on to the next sentence (Aist, 1997).
The resulting 11/7/96 version, running on a 90MHz,
64MB Pentium under Windows 95, was used throughout
the pilot study reported here, in order to avoid variability
or novelty effects due to version changes. This version
suffered from some recognizer lag, but its simpler design
appeared to avoid its predecessor’s delay-related problems.
(Subsequent versions have improved speed, accuracy, and
functionality, for example by reducing memory usage to
speed up the recognizer, converting to full-duplex to
reduce truncation errors, and expanding the repertoire of
user and Tutor actions.)

Design of the Reading Tutor (11/7/96 Version)
The Reading Tutor listens to a child read one sentence
at a time. The Tutor displays an animated persona that
actively watches and patiently listens, as shown in the
screen shot. When the Tutor hears the end of the sentence
or a prolonged silence, it aligns the speech recognizer
output against the sentence to decide if any important
words were missed. If not, it goes on to display the next

sentence. Otherwise, the Tutor responds expressively by
using recorded human voices. Responses include:
• Supply a word by saying “This word is <word>.”
• Recue a word by speaking the text that precedes it.
• Read the sentence if more than one word was missed.
Then the Tutor lets the child reread the word or sentence.
(Aist 1997) reports how the Tutor decides when to go on.

In the real example shown here, the first sentence has
just been recognized as read correctly, so the Tutor has
grayed it out and displayed the second sentence. The child
misreads it as “if the computer...takes your name...help
it...take...s to you.” The recognizer hears “IF THE
COMPUTER THINKS YOU IF THE HELP IT TO TO YOU.” The
Tutor detects multiple missed words (“need” and “talks”),
so it reads the sentence aloud and lets the child try it
again. A box around “thinks” shows which word the
cursor is on; the Tutor will speak this word if the child
clicks. The Tutor provides additional learner control with
buttons for:
• Back: Return to the previous sentence.
• Help: Speak the current sentence.
• Go: Go on to the next sentence.
This design accommodates individual differences better
than the coach, by giving the student more control over:
What to read: Back and Go let the reader navigate.
Perfectionists can read a sentence until the Tutor accepts
it; impatient readers can read what happens next.
Who reads what: Novice readers can let the Tutor read
a sentence first; bolder readers can try it first on their own.
How much to hear: The child can click to interrupt.
How to respond to correction: The Reading Tutor lets
the child reread a corrected word by itself or in context.
What are typical sessions with the Reading Tutor like?
From the sessions we have observed, children often
attempt to read each sentence, but may click Help to have
the Tutor read it first. They often click on words to hear
the Tutor speak them, but misread many other words or
get stuck in mid-sentence. The Tutor’s typical correction
is to speak the sentence. Children generally echo the

sentence, which the Tutor may or may not then accept.
Thus disfluent readers often wind up attempting the
sentence twice or more, thanks to a combination of
reading mistakes, speech recognizer errors, and a
surprising tendency for children to repeat the sentence
until the Tutor accepts it, rather than clicking Go.
The cognitive value of sentence repetition is unknown.
Levy et al. (1993) found benefits of repeated reading, but
their unit of repetition was a multi-sentence passage too
long to hold in short-term memory. Sentence echoing
probably helps comprehension (Curtis 1980) by reducing
the cognitive load of identifying the words. Whether such
repetition helps word identification may depend on
whether children are just echoing the Tutor or attending to
the mapping between the printed and spoken words.
The causes and motivational aspects of repetition are
intriguing.
Perhaps children don’t understand or
remember the Go button, but we suspect they perceive the
interaction as a challenging game (Lepper et al., 1993) in
which the goal is to get the Tutor to accept their reading.
Despite occasional frustration, children seem to enjoy
using the Reading Tutor, immediately become totally
engaged, stay on task, and want to return to use it again.

A Novel Measure of Reading Performance
To evaluate and improve the Reading Tutor’s
effectiveness at helping children learn to read better, we
will need to measure improvements in their performance.
Ideally the Tutor should be able to measure such
improvements itself, using just the data it normally
captures. Why? Appropriate tutor feedback has been
shown to increase performance and decrease time required
for learning for a number of domains (Anderson et al.
1995). In order to provide appropriate assistance, a tutor
must be able to assess a student’s performance. According
to Martin & VanLehn (1996), “A cognitive assessment
system should: (a) integrate data from multiple activities,
(b) analyze the data in a statistically sound, defensible
manner, and (c) provide assessments at multiple grain
sizes.”
We have already discussed limitations of measures used
to evaluate previous applications of speech recognition to
oral reading. What might work better?
One candidate is reading rate, defined as the number of
correctly read words per minute. For the population of
interest, this measure has a striking 0.9 correlation with
reading comprehension (Deno 1985). Reading rate can be
estimated accurately from a brief sample of oral reading,
and is more sensitive than conventional comprehension
tests to small improvements in reading ability (O’Connor,
personal communication). However, reading rate varies

with the level of difficulty of the material being read, and
is too coarse-grained to measure individual word learning.
Conventional word latency measures the difficulty of
reading a given word (in isolation) by the time interval
from when the word is presented to when the reader starts
to speak it. Laboratory studies have shown that this
measure reflects word frequency and irregularity (Plaut et
al. 1996). For our task we extend this measure to handle:
Connected text: Measure the time interval from the
end of the previous word i-1 to the start of text word i.
This measure is defined only when both words are read, so
it is undefined for word 1 of the sentence, or for missed
words. Start and end times for text words are computed by
using a dynamic programming algorithm to align the text
against the time-labelled output of the speech recognizer.
Disfluency:
Include false starts, sounding out,
repetitions, and other insertions, whether spoken or silent.
Thus voiced attempts are not favored over silent rehearsal.
Assistance:
Include time spent requesting help
(deciding to ask, moving the cursor, and clicking) but not
time during which the Tutor is responding. Thus only the
reader’s behavior is measured, not the help that affects it.
Inter-word latency averaged over a text is closely
related to reading rate, since summing the latencies of all
the text words yields the total length of the utterance,
omitting sentence-initial and -final silences, unaligned
words, and the time to speak each word. These omissions
reduce variability due to machine-dependent Reading
Tutor response time, word length, and speech production.
Text
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utterances per sentence ranges from 1.6 to 2.3, which
includes the reader’s initial attempt plus responses to
subsequent Tutor correction(s). This range indicates
feedback on a high proportion of sentences.
To control for Tutor assistance, we consider only a
subject’s first attempt at each sentence, omitting
subsequent attempts (656 utterances) in order to exclude
“echoes.” The 794 remaining utterances correspond to
5956 presented words of text, 4824 (81.0%) of them
aligned against recognizer output. 793 aligned words are
sentence-initial, and 155 are preceded by an unaligned
word, leaving a total of 3876 defined inter-word latencies.
Their distribution looks exponential, with a large spike at
1 centisecond (the limit of resolution) and a long, thin tail:
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We performed a series of experiments to validate the
inter-word
latency measure,
evaluate
students’
improvement, and analyze where improvement occurred.

Experiment 1: Is the measure valid?
Before evaluating student learning or Reading Tutor
effectiveness, we had to validate how well inter-word
latency can measure difficulties in reading. It might fail
in various ways. For example, applying word latency to
connected text assumes that readers tend to decode and
speak words in sequence. This assumption fails if, say,
readers silently decode an entire sentence before speaking
it. Or speech recognition might yield results too noisy to
be useful. Or the Tutor’s assistance might distort latency.
Expert validation compares inter-word latency against
human judgment of where an individual reader has
difficulties.
Such comparison benefits from human
listening and common sense, but is subjective, expensive,
and imprecise. We did conduct an informal spot-check on
a small sample, which showed agreement in most cases.
Next we validated the measure objectively, economically,
and quantitatively on a much larger sample.
Data. This test was based on sessions recorded Nov. 8-20,
1996, without the researchers present. This period
included nine school days, with 3-7 sessions for each pilot
subject. Each subject read from 32 to 212 text sentences
totalling 160 to 1780 words, producing 71 to 379
utterances, including initial attempts, rereadings, and
other responses to corrective feedback. The number of
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To clarify, this real example shows a sentence, the interword latency computed for each word, what the child said,
and what the Tutor recognized.
Times are in
centiseconds. Long latencies reflect struggles at the words
“new” and “Stegosaurus.” Two apparent false starts on
“about” are misrecognized as THE without affecting
computation of the 226 centisecond latency before “new.”
The reader’s struggles with the word “Stegosaurus”
include two false starts, a correct attempt, and a final
uncertain attempt misrecognized as STEGOSAURUS and
aligned against the text word, yielding a somewhat
inflated latency of 438 centiseconds. Nonetheless, this
value reflects the reader’s difficulty – better, in fact, than
the 60 centisecond silence that immediately precedes the
correct attempt.
Individual latency values are too variable to rely on –
not just because of imperfect speech recognition, but
because a long repetition (such as restarting the sentence)
yields an anomalously large latency (even tens of seconds)
for the ensuing word. To alleviate variability, we
aggregate over multiple observations.

Inter-word Latency (centiseconds)
Hypothesis. To validate the measure, we tested a
prediction based on knowledge about reading – namely,
that inter-word latency can distinguish known “easy” from
“hard” words.
Procedure. We compared latencies for stopwords vs.
nonstop-words. Mostow et al.’s (1994) 36 stopwords (a,
all, an, and, are, as, at, be, by, for, he, her, him, his, I, if, in, is,
it, its, me, not, of, off, on, or, she, so, the, them, then, they, this,
to, we, you) cover about 50% of Spache’s (1981) text.

Results. Mean inter-word latency was 70.2 centiseconds
for the 1094 occurrences of stopwords, versus 94.7
centiseconds for the 2782 words not on the stopword list.
A two-tailed t-test, assuming unequal variances, showed a
significant difference between stopwords and nonstopwords at a 99% significance level (p-value = 0.0046).
Discussion. The inter-word latency measure is able to
distinguish between “easy” and “hard” words, so we can
use it to help detect improvement in student performance.

Experiment 2: Does performance improve?
Does performance improve with Tutor use? We could
measure changes in reading rate, which would detect
transfer of improvement in reading skill to new text.
However, independent reading differs as a task from
Tutor-assisted reading, where overall reading rate may be
slowed down by Tutor assistance and sentence rereading.
Also, reading rate is affected by the difficulty of the text,

and some subjects chose harder stories as they progressed.
Instead, we tested for improvement within-subject and
within-word using our inter-word latency measure.
Data. This test was based on sessions recorded 10/22/96 3/21/97. Subjects had from 14 to 28 sessions. Absences,
vacations, and downtimes up to two weeks limited usage.
Excluding transit and startup overhead, sessions averaged
18 minutes of time on task from first to last utterance.
Classroom use should reduce overhead and increase time
on task.
To control for Tutor assistance, we again consider only a
subject’s first attempt at each sentence. The remaining
utterances correspond to 23575 presented words of text,
20091 (85.2%) of them aligned against recognizer output,
of which 14041 have defined inter-word latencies. To
control for learning to operate the Tutor, we excluded data
prior to 11/8/96, except to determine which sentences had
already been presented.
Hypothesis. Inter-word latency decreases with Tutor use.
Procedure.
To control for subject variability, we
compared performance within rather than across subjects.
To control for word variability, we calculated change in
latency from a subject’s first to last encounter of a word.
Results. Mean latency change (-37.5 ± 13.8) is significant
at 95% overall. Improvement was significant at 95% for 3
subjects, at 90% for 3 subjects, and insignificant for one
subject, with one subject insignificantly worse.
Discussion. Students are improving, but where?

Experiment 3: Does improvement transfer?
To characterize student learning, we analyzed where
improvement occurred.
Hypothesis. Learned words transfer to new contexts:
Locally: speedup occurs over encounters close in time.
Persistently: improvements last over time.
Procedure.
To control for story memorization, we
looked only at word occurrences in new contexts. To
reduce effects of prior learning, we excluded stopwords.
To test for local transfer, we compared students’ first
and last encounter of a word (in new contexts) on a given
day. To test for persistent transfer, we compared students’
first-ever encounter of a word (in the Tutor) against their
first encounter on the last day they saw the word in a new
context.
Results. Overall difference between first encounters and
other encounters on the same day (-30.3 ± 24.9, n=137) is
significant at 90%. Improvement was significant at 95%
for one subject and at 90% for 2 subjects, with no
significant change for the other. Overall difference
between the first-ever encounter and first encounter on the
last day (4.8 ± 30.5, n=259) was not significant.

Discussion. These results support the local transfer
hypothesis, with 32.7% relative improvement in latency
when students encountered recently seen words in new
contexts.
Inter-word latency is sensitive enough to detect
promising improvement on recent words. Why did we not
find persistent learning? In most cases students had
encountered the words in question in just a few contexts;
perhaps students need more Tutor sessions or more varied
exposure to a word for persistent improvement. Our
measure has high variance – maybe we need more data or
a refined measure. Finally, the deployed version of the
Tutor lacked explicit, individualized instruction in domain
skills, which has been found to lead to persistent learning
in other domains (Anderson et al. 1995).

Conclusion
What does this paper contribute? The Reading Tutor
extends its predecessors to support the extended use
required for learning, as evidenced by months of use by a
pilot group of poor readers, and measurable improvement.
The proposed paradigm addresses some limitations of
previous methods to evaluate student learning. We
showed how automatic speech recognition makes it
possible to instantiate this paradigm in the context of the
Reading Tutor. We introduced inter-word latency as a
simple but useful prosodic abstraction to measure word
difficulty. We measured changes in latency for the same
word to help tease apart effects of student progress, text
difficulty, word recency, and story memorization.
Does such evaluation live up to our stated criteria? Is it:
• ecologically valid? Reading is recorded at school,
with normal supervision but no researchers required.
• unobtrusive? Assisted reading is evaluated invisibly.
• authentic? Text is student-selected, not a special test.
• automatic? Just align text against recognizer output.
• fast? Latencies are computed in real-time on a PC.
• data-rich?
Word latencies are captured at the
student’s reading rate, giving O(10 data points/min.).
• robust? Latency tolerates many recognizer errors.
• sensitive? Latency is too noisy to rely on individual
values, but detects subtle effects on subsets of words.
The Reading Tutor is working in a school setting, and
children are using it. We can now study not just how well
it helps children read, as earlier systems did, but how well
they learn over time. Automated measures like the one
reported here should help answer future key questions:
How well are children learning? Is the Tutor helping
them learn? How can it help better?
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